
Opuha River Catchment Group Meeting 

23rd February 2015, 7.30pm, Fairlie Fire Station 

 

Attendees: Steve Whittaker, Judy Blakemore, Greg Anderson, David Williams, Hayden 

Dwyer, Kevin Payne, Dermott O’Sullivan, Katherine McCusker, Julia Crossman (facilitator) 

Apologies: Evan Williams, Nicole Lang 

Fieldtrip debrief – key points: 

 North and South Opuha – good water quality 

 Need to look more into the downstream discharge from the dam and weir 

o Good to hear the downstream weir modifications may assist in flushing events 

 Flushing flow management – we need to ensure that a regime is in place  

 NIWA testing – the catchment group need to keep up-to-date on these results. 

 The Lake Opuha offtake is at the bottom of the lake – water quality issues.  It would be 

good for the catchment group to explore and understand the options that Opuha Water 

Ltd have in terms of taking water at variable depths.   Understand that work has been 

done by Alpine Energy in the past, as well as Adrian Meredith from ECan.   

 Stockwater race water quality impacts 

o High e.coli readings, especially after rainfall (runoff).  The group need to stay up 

to date with and understand the water quality testing results.   

o Potential for a joint discussion with the Upper Opihi Catchment Group who are 

also keen to look at the stockwater race system.   

 We need to undertake testing on other streams to fill the gap in our knowledge 

o Ribbonwood, Station, Deep Creek, Raincliff Stream 

o Also we may need to pick up testing on North and South Opuha again 

o Also need to check whether Fish and Game are testing any waterways 

 There are lots of misunderstandings out in the community 

o Need to clarify environmental and irrigators share of the water.  [Note, there was 

discussion around the 50:50 share which was based on the 6cumec average 

minimum flow and the peak 6 cumec irrigation demand]. 

o More factual information regarding the causes of didymo and phormidium 

growth 

 Recreational water quality 

o Need to better understand what the grading is based on 

o Need to understand what the community what 

o Does the lake level influence the water quality 

o Understand more about what causes dogs to get sick.  [Note - there was 

discussion around the risk of dogs ingesting phormidium and becoming sick]. 



 Field trip emphasised the asset of Lake Opuha but we can’t be divorced from the 
catchment groups downstream – they have thoughts / perceptions regarding water 

quality that we need to be aware of.   

Water quality monitoring  

Julia has investigated options of water quality testing to fill some of the data gaps.   Options 

currently available: 

 ECS and Irricon –for collecting water quality samples and analysis – for 7 sites approx. 

$250- $350/site.  

 Waterwatch – free of cost, though would require one catchment group member to work 

with the Waterwatch facilitator once a month. 

 Collect own samples and get testing done through Hills (this was done for Upper Opihi at 

a cost of around $70/sample/month) 

While the Waterwatch programme appears to be a good option, we need to ensure that all 

data collected is credible to ECan and could be used in the sub-regional.  Julia will check on 

this.   

Dan Clark, the technical lead for the OOP sub-regional plan, is presenting to the Zone 

Committee at their March meeting on the water quality monitoring programme.  This will 

also inform where the gaps are.  Julia/Dermott will report back on this at the next meeting. 

Purpose and priorities - workshop discussion 

Purpose of group – what we want to achieve; mission statement 

 Improve the water quality in the river and lake to a swimmable state, while maintaining 

profitability, farming and recreation.   

 Develop an catchment plan for water quality and water quantity, at a catchment and 

farm level.   

  

Work plan / what do we have to do to achieve our purpose – priorities 

The following topic areas were highlighted as key aspects of the catchment plan.  The 

proposal is to have a dedicated meeting for each topic / sub-topic to understanding each of 

these. Each meeting will need to involve experts in the relevant field to present credible 

information and science.   

1. Water quality 

 Understand water quality trends (historical) in North and South Opuha (this will help us 

determine wq monitoring priorities) 

 Fill the gaps in terms of water quality monitoring (Ribbonwood, Station, Deep Creek, 

Sugarloaf, possibly also continue North and South Opuha) 



 Identify risk areas – contributors to water quality degradation  

 Understand the stockwater system and what impact it is having.  Obtain water quality 

results.  Look at options to address water quality issues 

 Understand recreational water quality (see field trip notes above) 

 

2. Nutrient management  

 Understand the current land use and nutrient loss in the catchment – what is happening 

at the moment. 

 Investigate both onfarm and catchment scale mitigations that are suitable for the Opuha 

catchment Information relating to actions to reduce loss and improve waterway health 

shared 

 Assess cost-effectiveness - what gives best bang for buck [note, SFF project can assist 

with this]. 

 

3. Dam flow regime 

 Understand minimum flow requirements and origins of minimum flows (Saleyards 

bridge and state highway) 

 Understand NIWA/OWL monitoring and what results are showing  

 Understand options for variable flow regime for the dam – work with OWL 

 

4. Review minimum flow regime  

 Understand origins of the minimum flows (consent applications) 

 Understand where the current minimum flow levels sit in relation to the national 

guidelines 

 Understand the dynamics of the river and what has changed overtime e.g. gravel 

buildup – need local knowledge 

 Address lake level conditions in consent above the lake – restriction regime 

 Understand conditions attached to MDC domestic water supply 

 

5. New / Alpine water  

 Understand and keep up to speed with discussions regarding new water / alpine water, 

being driven by the Regional infrastructure committee and the Alpine Water Solutions 

group 

 

6. Communications  

 Ensure factual information is distributed and misunderstandings among the community 

are clearly explained (see field trip comments above) 

 



7. ECan and MDC rules – look at what rules may conflict / contradict with each other.   

Communications: 

 There was agreement at the steering committee should be telephoned prior to the 

steering committee next meeting to ensure good attendance 

 A ringing tree will be developed for when wider catchment group meetings are held, in 

order to get good attendance from catchment members.   

Where appropriate, joint meetings will be held with other catchment groups on 

common issues (e.g. stockwater races) 

Next meeting  

2 events coming up over next few months: 

1. Joint catchment group field day as part of the SFF project – see below for possible field 

day topics.    

2. Joint meeting on the sub-regional 

 Outline of the sub-regional planning process 

 Outline of the technical work streams and where catchment groups can contribute 

 Presentation from Regional Infrastructure team at ECan regarding the current 

workstream looking at new water opportunities 

 

The next steering committee meeting will follow these events.  At the next steering 

committee meeting, timelines, milestones etc will be set.  Julia will collate notes from all 

steering committee meetings into one document to guide this discussion 

 Ideas for field days 

 Link in with Beef and Lamb field days 

 Riparian management 

 Nutrient management / mitigations 

 Stockwater race management 

 Integration of small scale hydro on farm (e.g. Ben Todhunters property have done recent 

field day on this) 

 

The key message from the group was that any field day should give farmers some practical 

knowledge to go away and implement something on-farm.    


